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Protecting What You Have, Pursuing What You’re Owed:  
Eleventh Circuit Rules That Distributions on Section 503(b)
(9) Claims Do Not Reduce the New Value Defense to  
Preferences
Written by: James S. Carr and Dana P. Kane, Kelly Drye & Warren LLP

There can be no doubt that the current economic landscape is challenging and 
forces businesses to make difficult choices.  The trade creditor’s unenviable task 
during these times is to maintain valuable business relationships in the hopes of 
sustaining profitability, which often requires the... Read More...

Why & How Do Companies Automate Accounts Receivable?
By: Brian Morgan, BlackLine

Many organizations have automated processes such as accounts payable, but 
the prevalence of manual processes in accounts receivable (AR) continues to 
pose serious health issues for businesses. The longer cash is outstanding and 
unreachable, the older the debt gets, and the likelihood... Read More...

Consider B2B Credit Card Surcharging to Counteract Inflation 
and Rising Costs
By: Justin Main, Billtrust

With inflation-weary buyers resisting price increases, more companies are look-
ing for ways to improve efficiency and reduce costs to maintain profit margins. 
According to a May 2022 Gartner survey of 182 CFOs and senior finance leaders, 
“CFOs will increasingly turn... Read More...

A New Guide to Remittance Information for B2B Payments
By: The Remittance Content Group of the ASC X9 ISO 20022 Market 
Practices Forum

Great news for the USA now that ISO 20022 emerged as the global language 
for payment messaging: it includes structured remittance data that will facilitate 
automated cash application. The ISO 20022 Remittance Content Market Guide 
provides a road map to better understand and use the data... Read More...
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Protecting What You Have, Pursuing What You’re Owed:  Eleventh Circuit 
Rules That Distributions on Section 503(b)(9) Claims Do Not Reduce the 
New Value Defense to Preferences
By: James S. Carr, Partner, and Dana P. Kane, Special Counsel, Bankruptcy & Restructuring Practice 
Group at Kelly Drye & Warren LLP

There can be no doubt that the current economic landscape is challenging and forces businesses to make diffi-
cult choices.  The trade creditor’s unenviable task during these times is to maintain valuable business relation-
ships in the hopes of sustaining profitability, which often requires the continued extension of credit terms to 
customers despite the heightened risk of those customers being unable to satisfy their debts.  

When your customer’s financial distress reaches the point of filing for bankruptcy, you know from the outset 
that collection of outstanding receivables will be significantly reduced, if not eliminated entirely. In any event, 
you diligently file your proof of claim, dutifully monitor the progress of the case and hope for a minimal dis-
tribution.  Then, your already bad situation is exacerbated when you receive a demand letter that asks for 
return of payments that your company was able to collect from the debtor before it filed for bankruptcy.  At 
that point, your job shifts from maximizing your company’s recovery to protecting what it already has been 
paid.  Fortunately, the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals’ recent decision in Auriga Polymers Inc. v. PMCM 2, LLC1 
allows you to accomplish both goals.

Background:  The Intersection of Preferences, New Value and 503(b)(9) Claims
Being sued for a preference is a bitter pill to swallow.  From your perspective, you got paid by the customer 
on account of trade debt that the customer legitimately incurred and owed.  However, in furtherance of two 
fundamental objectives woven throughout the Bankruptcy Code – preventing a race to the courthouse to 
dismantle a financially troubled debtor and promoting the equality of distributions among similarly situated 
creditors2 – section  547 of the Bankruptcy Code allows a trustee to avoid payments made by a debtor (1) to or 
for the benefit of a creditor; (2) on account of an antecedent debt; (3) while the debtor was insolvent; (4) during 
the 90-day period before the petition date3; and (5) that enables the creditor to receive more than it would in a 
hypothetical Chapter 7 case.4

The Bankruptcy Code also recognizes some affirmative defenses to the avoidance of allegedly preferential 
transfers, certain of which are designed to promote the equally important policy of encouraging creditors to 
continue conducting business, on terms, with a financially troubled counterparty.  Prominent among the affir-
mative defenses is the “subsequent new value” defense embodied in section 547(c)(4).  By allowing creditors to 
offset their potential liability, the new value defense rewards those creditors that received an avoidable 90-day 
payment from the debtor, but thereafter, replenished the debtor’s estate by shipping new product to the debt-
or. 
 
Specifically, section 547(c)(4) provides that a creditor’s exposure on preferential transfers can be reduced 
where, subsequent to one or more of those transfers, the creditor provided unsecured new value “on account 
of which new value the debtor did not make an otherwise unavoidable transfer to . . . such creditor.”5 Despite 
1 Auriga Polymers Inc. v. PMCM2, LLC, as Trustee for Beaulieu Liquidating Trust, 40 F.4th 1273 (11th Cir. 2022) (hereinafter “Beau-
lieu”).
2 See Friedman’s Liquidating Trust v. Roth Staffing Cos LP (In re Friedman’s Inc.), 738 F.3d 547, 560 (3d Cir. 2013) (observing that 
“we have held that the policy underlying § 547 is that of equal distribution among similarly situated creditors.”) (internal quotation omit-
ted).
3 The 90-day preference period is expanded to one year in the case of creditors who are insiders of the debtor.  See 11 U.S.C. § 
547(b)(4)(B).
4 Although effectuated as part of an effort to reform the small business provisions of the Bankruptcy Code, Congress has also 
added to section 547 a requirement, applicable to all bankruptcy cases regardless of size, that the trustee’s pursuit of a preference be 
“based on reasonable due diligence in the circumstances of the case” and that it “tak[e] into account a party’s known or reasonably 
knowable affirmative defenses under subsection (c) [of section 547].”  11 U.S.C. § 547(b); see also Small Business Reorganization Act of 
2019, Pub. L. No. 116-54, § 3(a), 133 Stat. 1079 (2019), effective Feb. 19, 2020.  This addition to the preference statute is good news for 
any creditor which has had to spend time and resources dealing with frivolous preference suits.
5 11 U.S.C. § 547(c)(4).
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its plain language, the application of section 547(c)(4) is not very straightforward in practice and has sparked 
significant litigation over the years.  Of particular importance to the vendor community, one of the divisive 
issues has been the question of whether a creditor’s asserted new value defense can be used if the creditor 
receives payment of its section 503(b)(9) administrative claim.6  Until recently, only three courts had issued pub-
lished decisions addressing this precise question.7 

Bankruptcy courts in the Northern District of Georgia and the Eastern District of Virginia have aligned with 
plaintiffs on this issue, ruling that creditors cannot count as “new value” goods supplied on credit terms that 
are also included in a 503(b)(9) claim.  Otherwise, plaintiffs argue that the result is an impermissible “double 
dip” allowing the creditor to recover twice on the same extension of value.8  They also assert that, more gen-
erally, allowing creditors to use so-called “section 503(b)(9) new value” undermines the policy reasons for 
the existence of the new value defense: to encourage continuity of business on credit terms with a financially 
troubled entity, thus replenishing the estate with product.  That objective is not achieved where the amount by 
which the estate was enhanced leaves the estate in the form of a distribution on a 503(b)(9) claim.9  In short, 
a payment to satisfy a section 503(b)(9) claim is an “otherwise unavoidable transfer” that causes the section 
547(c)(4) defense to fail.10

Conversely, the bankruptcy court in the Middle District of Tennessee sided with the defendant in holding that 
an allowed section 503(b)(9) claim did not reduce the availability of the new value defense.11  The court rea-
soned that the objectives of sections 503(b)(9) and 547(c)(4) are consistent with one another, not opposed, 
since both Bankruptcy Code provisions foster a creditor’s willingness to conduct business with a financially 
troubled entity.12  Moreover, requiring a creditor to choose between getting a distribution on its section 503(b)
(9) claim or maximizing its new value defense strips away the benefits Congress conferred on suppliers of 
goods in enacting section 503(b)(9).13

The only appellate court to come close to resolving these diametrically opposed results is the Third Circuit 
Court of Appeals in In re Friedman’s, Inc.14  There, the Third Circuit held that post-petition payments on pre-pe-
tition invoices, paid pursuant to a “first day” order, did not reduce the amount available for the new value 
defense.15  Importantly, the Friedman’s court held that where an “otherwise unavoidable transfer” is made 

6 Although preferences have been a part of the bankruptcy process for more than a century, litigation over the ability (or inabili-
ty) of defendants to count goods reflected in a section 503(b)(9) claim toward the new value defense is a modern battleground because 
section 503(b)(9) was enacted as a part of the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (BAPCPA).  Congress 
added section 503(b)(9) to the Bankruptcy Code to elevate the value of goods received by the debtor within the twenty-day period prior 
to the commencement of the bankruptcy case, to the extent those goods were sold to the debtor in the ordinary course of the debtor’s 
business, to administrative expenses.
7 Other courts have ruled on similar issues that approach, but do not actually address, the intersection of 503(b)(9) claims and 
the new value defense.  See, e.g., Phoenix Rest. Grp., Inc. v. Proficient Food Co. (In re Phoenix Rest. Grp. Inc.), 373 B.R. 541, 547-48 (M.D. 
Tenn. 2007) (holding that the defendant could not assert a reclamation claim of $540,000 and then also characterize the underlying 
goods as new value); In re Friedman’s Inc., 738 F.3d at 549 (holding that where “an otherwise unavoidable transfer” is made after the 
filing of a bankruptcy petition under a first day order, it does not affect the new value defense).
8 See, Siegel v. Sony Electronics, Inc. (In re Circuit City Stores, Inc.), 515 B.R. 302, 313-14 (Bankr. E.D. Va. 2014) (“If the Court were 
now to . . . allow Sony to use its § 503(b)(9) claim as new value for purposes of § 547(c)(4), Sony would be permitted a double recovery 
based on the same goods that underlie its single claim.”).
9 See TI Acquisition, LLC v. Southern Polymer, Inc. (In re TI Acquisition, LLC), 429 B.R. 377, 384 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 2010) (“SPI’s delivery 
of goods to Debtor pre-petition enlarged the Debtor’s estate.  Upon full payment to SPI, the Debtor’s estate is no longer enlarged by 
the delivery.”).  Notably, the Eleventh Circuit’s decision in Beaulieu originated from an adversary proceeding brought in the bankrupt-
cy court for the Northern District of Georgia where the trial court relied on TI Acquisition to deny new value credit in that action and a 
companion case.  See, e.g., Beaulieu Liquidating Trust v. Fabric Sources, Inc. (In re Beaulieu Grp., LLC), 616 B.R. 857 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 2020).
10 In re Circuit City Stores, Inc., No. 08-35653-KRH, 2010 WL 4956022 at *7-*8 (Bankr. E.D. Va. Dec. 1, 2010) (finding that the 
transfer to facilitate payment of defendant’s section 503(b)(9) claim was an “otherwise unavoidable transfer” that did not qualify as new 
value).
11 Commissary Ops., Inc. v. Dot Foods, Inc. et al. (In re Commissary Ops. Inc.), 421 B.R. 873 (Bankr. M.D. Tenn. 2010) (denying 
the plaintiff’s request in more than a dozen adversary proceedings for declaratory judgment that goods delivered to a debtor in the 
ordinary course of business and within twenty days prior to the petition date should not be included in each creditor’s subsequent new 
value defense).
12 See id. at 878-79.
13 See id. at 879.
14 Friedman’s, 738 F.3d 547.
15 See id. at 549.
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post-petition, the new value defense is unaffected.16  Consequently, the Friedman’s decision has been widely 
viewed as a harbinger of how the Third Circuit would rule if presented with the narrower issue surrounding 
section 503(b)(9) claims and the applicability of the new value defense.  The Third Circuit, however, expressly 
limited its ruling to post-petition payments under a critical vendor order, and the court suggested the result 
could be different for distributions on allowed section 503(b)(9) claims.17

While the divergence of trial court opinions on the 503(b)(9)/547(c)(4) issue has led to uncertainty for both 
plaintiffs and defendants, plaintiffs have enjoyed two advantages that translate into significant leverage in set-
tlement discussions.  First, when it comes to litigable issues, plaintiffs typically are better positioned to absorb 
the litigation costs since they have economies of scale on their side.  Creditors bear the full financial burden of 
proving their defenses while plaintiffs can spread litigation costs over many cases, sometimes numbering in the 
thousands.  Exacerbating this disparity, plaintiffs’ counsel routinely pursue avoidance actions on a contingency 
fee basis, which is rarely (if ever) true of defense counsel.  Perhaps more importantly, creditors have the bur-
den of proof under 547(c)(4) since it is an affirmative defense, raising the cost of litigating the section 503(b)(9) 
issue.  

The Eleventh Circuit Weighs In:  The Beaulieu Decision
Where the Third Circuit stopped short, the Eleventh Circuit took that last step and issued a decision that will 
help defendants that have a new value defense and a 503(b)(9) claim.18  In what will surely be regarded as a 
landmark ruling in avoidance litigation, Beaulieu stands for the proposition that in the Eleventh Circuit “other-
wise unavoidable transfers” made post-petition in the context of payment on a 503(b)(9) administrative claim 
do not impact a creditor’s new value defense under section 547(c)(4).  Creditors can receive full payment on 
their allowed 503(b)(9) claims without sacrificing a valuable defense to potential preference liability.

Once one of the largest carpet manufacturers in North America, Beaulieu Group LLC and its affiliates filed 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy petitions in July 2017.19  A Chapter 11 plan of liquidation was confirmed in May 2018, 
resulting in the formation of a post-confirmation liquidating trust and the appointment of a liquidating trustee 
to administer the debtors’ assets and liabilities in accordance with the terms of the plan.  Among the assets 
transferred to the trust on the plan’s effective date were avoidance actions under Chapter 5 of the Bankruptcy 
Code.  The trustee filed nearly 200 adversary proceedings seeking the return of alleged preferential and/or con-
structively fraudulent transfers.

One of the many defendants was Auriga Polymers, Inc., a supplier of polyester resins and specialty polymers to 
the debtors.20  According to its proofs of claim, Auriga was owed over $4.2 million dollars as of the commence-
ment of the bankruptcy case, of which $3.52 million was asserted as a general unsecured claim and $694,502 
was asserted as a section 503(b)(9) administrative claim.21  During the 90-day preference period, Auriga re-
ceived more than $2.2 million in transfers that the trustee initially sought to avoid under section 547(b).22  The 
demand in the complaint, however, eventually was reduced to $421,119, comprising part of Auriga’s section 
503(b)(9) claim, for which the trustee would not agree to provide new value credit.23  With its answer, Auriga 
filed a counterclaim for a declaratory judgment that it could both recover on its section 503(b)(9) claim and use 
the same underlying shipments in its calculation of new value under section 547(c)(4).  Pending a resolution 
of the issue, the trustee made a partial distribution of $273,382 on Auriga’s section 503(b)(9) claim and held 
16 Id.
17 Recognizing in a footnote the Middle District of Tennessee’s opinion in In re Phoenix Restaurant Group, Inc., 373 B.R. at 547-
548, which had characterized goods sold subject to reclamation rights as being “limited by the ‘seller’s strings’”, the Friedman’s court 
“acknowledge[d] … that reclamation claims could be treated differently from other post-petition activities under the rule we are es-
tablishing [for] the purpose of the Order…” i.e., permitting services fully paid post-petition pursuant to wage order to also be counted 
toward a new value defense.  Friedman’s, 738 F.3d at 561 n.9.  Because section 503(b)(9) is thought to be Congress’ effort to remove 
some of the impediments faced by suppliers in asserting their reclamation rights in bankruptcy cases, the footnote distinguishing recla-
mation claims has, to date, prevented Friedman’s from being a clear victory at the circuit court level for defendants who want to include 
payments received on their 503(b)(9) claims as part of their new value defense.
18 Beaulieu, 40 F.4th at 1277.
19 See id.
20 See id.
21 See id. at 1279.
22 See id.
23 See id at 1280.
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$421,119 in a disputed claims reserve.24

When the bankruptcy court ruled against Auriga on summary judgment, Auriga’s appeal made a brief stop at 
the district court, which granted both parties’ joint request to certify the appeal and the novel question of law 
directly to the Eleventh Circuit:

[W]hether a Liquidation Trustee’s post-petition reservation of funds sufficient to pay in full a 
defendant’s administrative expense claim under § 503(b)(9) amounts to an “otherwise unavoid-
able transfer” within the meaning of § 547(c)(4) such that it precludes the use of such new value 
as part of the defendant’s affirmative defense of subsequent new value under § 547(c)(4) of the 
Bankruptcy Code.25

Before beginning its analysis, the Eleventh Circuit noted the scarcity of reported case law on the issue before 
it.  Few courts have addressed the narrower question of whether a recovery on a section 503(b)(9) claim nega-
tively impacts a creditor’s new value defense, and when the search was broadened to encompass whether any 
post-petition payments are “otherwise unavoidable transfers” within the meaning of section 547(c)(4)(B), only 
the Third Circuit’s decision in In re Friedman’s provides guidance at the circuit court of appeals level. The Elev-
enth Circuit considered the meaning of the phrase “otherwise unavoidable transfers” in section 547(c)(4) within 
the wider context of the Bankruptcy Code.  In so doing, the Eleventh Circuit articulated four reasons why that 
phrase should be interpreted to mean that only pre-petition transfers can limit the new value defense:

• The word “transfer” is used three times in section 547(c)(4), and that word should be presumed to have 
the same meaning throughout that provision of the Bankruptcy Code.  The first two uses of the term re-
fer to the transfers that constitute preferences under 547(b); these necessarily are pre-petition transfers.  
Thus, the third use of the word – that disqualifies new value on account of which the debtor made “an 
otherwise unavoidable transfer” – should also be read to refer to preferential pre-petition transfers.26

• The entirety of section 547(b) is entitled “Preferences,” and is concerned with transactions occurring 
during a preference period that is defined to be pre-petition.  Whether a transfer is preferential, and 
the calculation of the preference amount (including the amount by which exposure is reduced by new 
value), should be confined to the same time period.27

• It is well-settled that post-petition goods supplied post-petition cannot be used toward a creditor’s 
new value preference defense.  By the same logic, post-petition payments should not affect a creditor’s 
defense.28

• The statute of limitations under section 546(a) of the Bankruptcy Code applicable to preference actions 
starts running on the petition date.  If post-petition payments impact a new value defense, then the net 
preference exposure can change depending on when a lawsuit is filed, which is a nonsensical result.29

While the bulk of the Beaulieu opinion deals with statutory language and contextual arguments that appeal 
mostly to scholars, the final few paragraphs are important for businesses.  The Eleventh Circuit disagreed out-
right with the notion that allowing creditors to recover in full on a 503(b)(9) claim without a reduction to a new 
value defense is a “double dip.”  Unpaid invoices comprising a section 503(b)(9) claim are only satisfied once, 
not twice, for the goods supplied to the debtor once distributions on administrative claims are made pursuant 
to a plan.30  The second “dip” is not a double payment, the Eleventh Circuit reasoned, but rather a determi-
nation that creditors need not disgorge pre-petition payments that they received on other shipments.  Most 
importantly, the Beaulieu court recognized that a vendor’s right to be paid on a section 503(b)(9) claim without 
undermining the vendor’s ability to offset preference exposure for the same value is not inconsistent with the 
Bankruptcy Code’s overarching policy objectives.  Equality of distribution is not the goal – it is equality of dis-
tribution among similarly situated creditors.  To the extent that Congress provide vendors who supply product 
to debtors during the 20-day period preceding the petition date an enhanced recovery, it is a policy choice that 
24 See id.
25 Id. at 1281; see also In re Beaulieu Grp., LLC, 616 B.R. 857 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 2020).
26 See id. at 1285-86.
27 See id. at 1286.
28 See id.
29 See id.
30 See id. at 1288.
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should be honored.31

Conclusion
While the Beaulieu decision is binding on courts within the Eleventh Circuit (Georgia, Florida and Alabama), this 
decision, which is well reasoned, should have a persuasive effect on courts in other jurisdictions.  Irrespective 
of the jurisdiction in which preference actions are pending, however, defendants have much more leverage in 
settlement negotiations to pursue what they are owed under 503(b)(9) without reducing the impact of the new 
value defense.

31 See id. 

Jim Carr is Chair of Kelley Drye, a member of the Executive Committee, and previous Chair 
of the Bankruptcy and Restructuring practice (2005- 2015). Jim’s practice focuses on creditor 
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Consider B2B Credit Card Surcharging to Counteract Inflation and Rising 
Costs
By: Justin Main, Vice President, Payments, Billtrust

With inflation-weary buyers resisting price increases, more companies are looking for ways to improve efficien-
cy and reduce costs to maintain profit margins. According to a May 2022 Gartner survey of 182 CFOs and se-
nior finance leaders, “CFOs will increasingly turn to cost reductions if above-average inflation continues into the 
fourth quarter of this year, while also seeking efficiency gains through increased automation.” A June Gartner 
survey elaborates on exactly what CFOs are considering cutting, with M&A leading the way followed closely by 
investments in sustainability, as well as talent development. 

Of course, the ideal scenario is to keep revenue growing while simultaneously cutting costs, but this is easier 
said than done. One operational expense often labeled as an accepted-but- necessary evil are credit card fees. 
But that’s changing as fees continue to rise. Even the U.S. Senate has taken notice by considering legislation 
against rising merchant fees. Of course, B2B buyers are a lot like consumers, and they want to hold on to their 
cash as long as they can. Plus, they like paying the way that makes the most strategic sense for them. And they 
love rebates. Which is why more and more of your B2B buyers are using credit cards for payment and why you 
should consider a cost-cutting, card acceptance strategy which includes surcharging. 

Charging an additional fee to the price of a good or service to cover money lost in processing credit card pay-
ments offers great benefits to suppliers, but implementation can be tricky. Managing customer expectations 
and card brands, along with calculating fees which are compliant with card rules and varying state regulations, 
are daunting tasks. 

So where do you start? 

First, think about what makes accepting credit cards so attractive: customers pay faster, the chance of errors is 
reduced and it can foster better customer relationships because you’re letting the customer pay on their terms, 
not yours. Of course, you have to consider whether all the benefits justify the interchange fee cost, but it’s gen-
erally in your best interest to accept credit cards. Given that, suppliers are paying 1.5-3.5% fees on credit card 
transactions as more payments are going digital.

Surcharging can make sense if you have a significant number of customers who use cards or if you’ve previous-
ly decided not to accept credit cards because of interchange fees. But if you’re applying a surcharge to larger 
buyers, there’s a real risk that should be considered: it could create a challenging relationship issue if you’ve 
been already taking credit card payments and are now going to use a surcharging program. That’s why suppli-
ers must be confident that they have the tools to notify and communicate with both their customers and the 
card issuers. 

Although buyers might be slow to accept your decision to surcharge, good, transparent internal and external 
communication will help you maintain trust. Here are some things to consider when developing a surcharging 
program.

1. You’ll need an understanding of card acceptance costs. Card brands and state laws mandate that a 
surcharge can’t exceed the acceptance cost.

2. You’ll need a formalized policy and strong communication. A surcharging policy should be formalized 
in trade agreements and broadly communicated internally, ensuring buyers receive consistent informa-
tion during all supplier interactions.

3. You’ll need to prepare your team for potential increases in ACH or check payments. Surcharging can 
drive buyers to other payment forms which can lead to operational impacts and potentially additional 
costs. Credit, collections and cash application teams need to be prepared to handle more manual pay-
ments and decoupled remittances. 

10

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2022-05-19-gartner-survey-shows-significant-rise-in-number-of-cfos-planning-cost-cuts-due-to-inflation
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2022-07-25-gartner-cfo-and-ceo-survey-shows-manda-and-sustainability-are-first-areas-to-face-cuts
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/senate-bill-takes-aim-at-visa-and-mastercard-rising-credit-card-fees-for-merchants-11658945790?mod=home-page
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4. You should consider a tech stack to administer your policy programmatically. The right tech stack can 
execute a surcharge-as-a-service program across various channels with no human intervention. Look 
for turnkey solutions with flat rates where suppliers create the rules – such as partially surcharging by 
splitting the fee with price-sensitive customers, creating non-surchargeable scenarios or offering buyers 
the option to switch to other non-card payment methods.

Justin Main, Vice President of Integrated Payments for Billtrust, oversees integrated pay-
ments operations and sales enablement while ensuring positive outcomes for customers. 
He also sponsors emerging payments products to enhance Billtrust’s best-in-class pay-
ments portfolio. He previously served in several sales capacities at Billtrust, as well as in a 
variety of sales management roles for companies including Dice and CareerBuilder.com. 
Justin has a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Minnesota.

About the Author
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Service you can count on since 1929.

THIRD-PARTY COMMERCIAL 
DEBT COLLECTION
•  Cutting-edge Quality Management tools  

include Call Scoring & Speech Analytics
•  Award-winning International Collections
•  Accomplished Global Attorney Network

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
• Monthly E-newsletter 
•  Free & On-demand Webinars with  

Expert Presenters
•  Content Library on all areas of  

Collections and Credit Risk Management 

FIRST-PARTY ACCOUNTS 
RECEIVABLE MANAGEMENT
• Customized, White Label Account Treatment
•  Short- and Long-term Projects Managed to 

Exceed SLA Requirements
• Data-driven Account Intelligence & Reporting

CREDIT SERVICES
• Credit Group Management since 1965
• Credit Interchange Portal
•  Bankruptcy & Risk Assessment Services

mailto:info%40abc-amega.com?subject=
https://www.abc-amega.com
https://www.abc-amega.com


Collection Services | UCC Services | Notice & Mechanic’s Lien Services | Education & Resources

Visit NCScredit.com or call 800-826-5256 or email SecureYourTomorrow@NCScredit.com today! 

Whatever credit challenges you face, NCS Credit has the tools and expertise 
to help get you paid faster. We’ll eliminate your need for multiple service

providers by implementing a tailored all-in-one solution.

You have enough to worry about, let us simplify and manage 
the many demands to protect your business’ bottom line. 

NCS Credit provides end-to-end credit services
that protect your accounts receivable and ensure

you have the legal tools to get paid – FAST.

https://ncscredit.com
https://ncscredit.com
mailto:secureyourtomorrow%40ncscredit.com?subject=
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Why & How Do Companies Automate Accounts Receivable?
Three areas you need to consider before embarking on your automation journey 

By: Brian Morgan, Director Product Marketing AR, BlackLine

Many organizations have automated processes such as accounts payable, but the prevalence of manual pro-
cesses in accounts receivable (AR) continues to pose serious health issues for businesses. The longer cash 
is outstanding and unreachable, the older the debt gets, and the likelihood of receiving a payment in full is 
reduced.  

In an increasingly competitive and unpredictable business environment, where cashflow is critical, companies 
are beginning to realize that a manual approach to AR is no longer sustainable – nor is a ‘one-size-fits-all’ ap-
proach when it comes to automated solutions.

While the reasons for investing in AR automation are becoming increasingly clear, how to actually achieve 
this isn’t always as obvious, not least because of the varying terminology businesses use to cover this area of 
finance and accounting (F&A).  

A leading Fintech organization said, when we talk about automating AR, we’re not focused on an individual 
process or task. We mean everything! That includes applying customer payments to customer accounts, effec-
tively balancing revenue and the risk of non-payment, collections, disputes, deductions, task and team man-
agement, and the intelligent use of your customer payment data to make more informed decisions. 

The key concern for most companies when starting such an automation project is that it can seem like a daunt-
ing task—but it doesn’t have to be. There are three key areas you need to consider. Why automate your orga-
nization’s AR processes? Where do you begin? And how will you manage the change? 

First, let’s look at the why. 

Making the Business Case for AR Automation 
If you need to convince the business to spend tens or possibly hundreds of thousands of dollars on automation 
software, you need to be absolutely clear about the benefit, value, and return on investment it will offer. 

In 2019, PwC calculated that $1.5 trillion was held hostage on global balance sheets. Without access to that 
working capital, CFOs have less opportunity to drive business success.

Put simply, preserving and maintaining sufficient cash flow is crucial for the stability and success of a business. 
When it’s reduced or restricted, businesses have less ability to perform, pay, and invest, meaning many turn to 
costly borrowing.

Releasing cash from receivables is the quickest and cheapest way to more working capital. The problem is that 
in most mid- and large-sized companies, AR and other F&A processes are often manual, broken up into pieces, 
and may be handled by different teams or professionals. The multiple handover points in the process create 
risk of errors and lead to significant delays, especially if the process is mostly manual. 

Investing in AR will help to solve many of these challenges. When making your business case, think about in 
which order it would make most sense for your business to automate. Where are the biggest pain points and 
where will you be able to see an impact relatively quickly? 

Essentially, you should aim to start small and then scale. Start with a module where there is an immediate need 
and then add more functionality as time goes on. While it’s great to think big and have a longer-term vision, 
this needs to be broken down into achievable steps, or you could risk overpromising and underdelivering. 

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/services/deals/business-recovery-restructuring/working-capital-opportunity.html
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A good place to start for most businesses is automating cash application. This will help you to automate the 
application of payments to invoices faster and more accurately, providing visibility and control with less manual 
effort. A leading Fintech said, with our own customers, automating this process can reduce unapplied cash by 
up to 99% and manual effort by up to 85%.  

As part of this step-by-step approach, you should also consider if there are areas that do not require invest-
ment. An example could be dispute management and electronic invoice presentation. In theory, automating in 
this area can improve speed and efficiency. But in practice, you need to convince all your customers to change 
their process and visit your portal to download their invoice. If they don’t have the time or inclination to do 
this, you risk not getting paid—all because you decided to change a process on your side which may not have 
been broken in the first place.

How to Start the Journey 
Once you have an idea of which areas within your AR process will most benefit from automation and deliv-
er the most value for your organization, it’s important to look for a solutions provider that will support you 
throughout the journey. 

As mentioned above, rather than taking a ‘big bang’ approach and trying to reach your final destination im-
mediately, you should establish a series of pit stops so you can add modules over time. To do this, you need 
a solutions partner who understands where you’re going, but also has a platform that allows you to build 
up functionality over time. The last thing you want from an IT perspective is having to start the journey from 
scratch at each stage. This not only causes obvious delays but requires additional IT effort and support which is 
typically in short supply. 

You should also think about your company’s growth plans while you are assessing software vendors. You want 
to select a vendor that can handle your company’s future growth. It can be exciting to select and work with 
the latest, hottest startup, especially now in fintech. But it may be better to select a fully mature product that is 
already being used by many customers. This approach ensures most of the software bugs and issues have been 
ironed out.

Working with a vendor that has a solid customer base will also make it easier to assess their reputation. If 
you’ve never implemented an automation project before, you don’t want a supplier that gives you a solution 
and then doesn’t contact you again until your renewal is due. You want to work with a company that is going to 
help look after you on your journey and go through the process with you. 

It’s also critical to understand exactly what you want to achieve from automation when assessing different soft-
ware. You don’t need to settle for just automating the processes and tasks your organization has today. After 
all, a 20-step automated process is still a 20-step process. 

While technologies like robotic process automation (RPA) will help automate what you’re doing currently, you 
may want to look at software that also employs machine learning (ML) and cognitive learning. This type of 
technology will allow you to automate, but also to condense your 20-step process with better functionality. 

This will make AR faster and more accurate, with the added benefit of releasing more resources. By removing 
the most repetitive and mundane steps, your teams can instead focus on actions that drive business outcomes. 

Managing the Change
Another point you should consider at the start of your project is how you will manage change internally. Trans-
formation doesn’t just happen by itself—it takes a village—and it’s a continuous process.

It starts with empathy and understanding that people can feel threatened with change. It requires a blueprint 
so everyone can see the benefits and a plan to turn even the hardiest detractors into promoters.

Effective change management also requires encouraging staff to rethink and accept replacing hard-wired, often 
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years-old work routines with new processes and applications. 

Without a strategy around change management, there are significant risks to any automation project. For 
example, merely running the same legacy workflows and processes on a modern technology platform could 
mean underutilizing its capabilities—this is a missed opportunity. Lack of adoption of new apps and solutions 
due to limited buy-in and staff training is also a recipe for disaster.

The good news is there are tried and tested steps you can take to overcome these challenges, including:

1. Getting a sponsor on board: driving change comes from the top. You’ll want to identify an executive 
sponsor and ensure they are engaged to communicate, incentivize, and monitor how modernization is 
progressing.

2. Identifying your champions: your most engaged and passionate colleagues often make the best cham-
pions. They’re the ones who know the current processes and see that the next step in their career is 
getting confident using the latest technology. 

3. Signing up communicators: change should never come without communication. Establish an effective 
communication plan so it’s clear how the organization, responsibilities, and procedures are changing 
and why.

4. Adding change enablers: they focus on working directly with each role, ensuring that staff have suitable 
educational material at their disposal, understand the new processes, and communicate career develop-
ment opportunities associated with learning new ways to work.

5. Managing performance with scorekeepers: it’s essential to have a set of key performance indicators 
(KPIs) at the outset and a clear definition of success. All of this requires keeping score and communicat-
ing the metrics and results. Scorekeepers should measure progress using quantifiable metrics to gauge 
success period-over-period, with feedback to the broader team on adoption and performance.

The Bottom Line
The great thing about automating your accounts receivable process is that you can see a positive impact in a 
short space of time. However, the best part isn’t the process improvements, but the increased team engage-
ment. Everyone gets frustrated working with a highly manual and often broken process. Fix these issues and 
teams will feel they can spend more time on meaningful work and contribute to value creation in the company. 
At a time when businesses are facing challenges like rising inflation, stringent lending conditions, and labor and 
skills shortages, it’s a true win-win situation.

Ultimately, the success of the project will be judged by the difference it makes to business outcomes. This 
could be a combination of reduced labor costs and/or releasing capacity to perform tasks that drive results, 
such as collecting cash faster, reducing aged debt and generating more working capital. That’s a bottom line 
that every CFO will be interested in.

Brian Morgan combines a wealth of knowledge and expertise in Shared Services, Accounts
Receivable and Credit Management. Brian has over 25 years’ experience across multiple 
sectors for National and Global organizations. Throughout his career he has achieved 
outstanding results and received many Industry Awards, most notably when under Brian’s 
leadership, Veolia UK were recognised as a Centre of Excellence by the Chartered Institute 
of Credit Management. In Brian’s role at BlackLine, he is sharing his knowledge with 
Customers and supporting the development of an exciting Roadmap of AR solutions.

About the Author



Bring it in.

Sharper Skills 
To get better results, you have to work with 
professionals who show greater levels of 
emotional intelligence, training, and experience 
than you normally see in this industry. 

Higher Standards
To protect your customer relationships, you’ve 
got to have a proven repeatable process for 
ensuring that every customer is treated with 
the utmost respect every time. 

Smarter Systems
To keep on top of all this, it takes a platform 
that provides real-time visibility into the status 
of every account, every action taken, and every 
payment received.

What does it really  
take to bring it in?  
Three things: 

AGA helps businesses recover  
the maximum amount of money  
in the minimum amount of time.
And we do it while protecting your customer relationships  
and keeping you in the loop every step of the way. 

MAILING ADDRESS  AG Adjustments, PO Box 9090, Melville, NY 11747
CORPORATE HQ  AG Adjustments, 740 Walt Whitman Rd., Melville, NY 11747

888.496.1600  |  AGALTD.com
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https://agaltd.com


● Access anywhere, anytime
● Drive risk-based collections with AI for continuous improvement
● Increase collector efficiency with email interpretation and responses through AI
● Lower days sales outstanding (DSO)
● Reduce past-due A/R & bad debt expense
● Reduce dispute and deduction cycle time
● API technology for working in real-time
● Provide customers with a 'click-to-pay' link on all correspondence
● Improve cash forecasting with accurate invoice expected payment dates
● Automate cash application with machine learning and intelligent recognition

Integrates with ERPs, credit bureaus, CRM systems and more. 
Deployed in your cloud or ours. Ask us how.  

FIND OUT MORE AT: www.fisglobal.com
CONTACT US: getinfo@fisglobal.com 

©2021 FIS and/or its subsidiaries. All Rights Reserved.

FIS' GETPAID provides full process automation with artificial 
intelligence to support your Accounts Receivable process with:

https://www.fisglobal.com
mailto:getinfo%40fisglobal.com?subject=
https://www.fisglobal.com
https://www.fisglobal.com


A New Guide to Remittance Information for B2B Payments
How it Helps Businesses, Financial Institutions and Service Providers

By: The Remittance Content Group of the ASC X9 ISO 20022 Market Practices Forum

Executive Summary
Great news for the USA now that ISO 20022 emerged as the global language for payment messaging: it in-
cludes structured remittance data that will facilitate automated cash application. The ISO 20022 Remittance 
Content Market Guide provides a road map to better understand and use the data elements to enhance auto-
mated cash application, making this the perfect time to implement a structured remittance information plan. 
The big win here is that companies can expand electronic remittance delivery without making changes to AR 
systems. 

CRF members are aware that remittance information for business-to-business (B2B) electronic payments has 
been a challenge for many years. While there has been a lot of attention on the challenges of retrieving re-
mittance information from emails and portals and matching the information to payments, there has been less 
attention on the content of the information itself. A new guide solves that problem.

ISO® 20022 has emerged as the global language for payment messaging and is being adopted in the United 
States as the standard for instant payments (The Clearing House’s RTP® and Federal Reserve’s FedNowSM) and 
wire payments (Fedwire® and CHIPS®). This begs several questions.

• How can ISO help with remittance information?
• Can it significantly improve the automation of accounts receivable cash application, help reduce costs, 

and improve overall efficiency? 
• How can it help financial institutions and service providers better solve their clients’ B2B payment chal-

lenges?

The ISO 20022 standard includes structured remittance data needed to automate cash application. However, 
with over 350 remittance data elements, it can be challenging to understand which data elements payees need, 
and how to provide it in a consistent way that increases straight-through processing and eases payment recon-
ciliation.  

The Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) X9’s ISO 20022 Market Practices Forum recently released the ISO 
20022 Remittance Content Market Guide to explain how to use ISO 20022 remittance information for B2B pay-
ments. The guide:

• promotes consistent and complete remittance information for businesses of all sizes;
• explains what remittance information payees need to apply cash –both for simple and more extensive 

information needs;
• applies to all payment types, including ACH, instant payments, wires, and card payments;
• includes real-world examples of correct and complete structured remittance information in the ISO 

20022 format;
• provides a common definition of data to reduce exceptions and errors;
• provides guidance to simplify integration into accounts payable (AP) and accounts receivable (AR) sys-

tems to promote consistency in implementation, and
• provides guidance for how to achieve automation when sending remittance information within, or sep-

arate from, the payment. 

The ultimate goal of the guide is to provide information to AP and AR software vendors, service providers and 
businesses for the design and implementation of products and services that send and receive remittance in-
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https://x9.org/iso-20022-remittance-market-practices-guide/
https://x9.org/iso-20022-remittance-market-practices-guide/
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formation. The ISO 20022 Remittance Content Market Guide advances a major benefit of ISO 20022: to support 
automation and straight-through processing of remittance data in the United States. 

With the release of this new guide, and payment systems implementing ISO 20022, now is an ideal time to 
implement structured remittance information. The guide supports consistent data usage across organiza-
tions, which is needed to achieve the full benefits of implementing the standard. If you want to help businesses 
receive the right remittance information for B2B payments, or if your organization is implementing ISO 20022, 
start off right by visiting the X9 website to download and leverage this new guide. Also consider joining the X9 
ISO 20022 Market Practices Forum to collaborate with like-minded practitioners.

For automation of cash application, structured remittance information sent separate from a payment needs to 
be delivered electronically versus through emails and portals that require manual retrieval. There is a joint Busi-
ness Payments Coalition (BPC) and Federal Reserve initiative underway to validate the feasibility of an exchange 
framework to deliver electronic remittance information in a standard, secure way. An exchange framework is a 
virtual open network for delivering business documents, facilitated by service providers. The BPC is currently in 
a market pilot to use the exchange framework to deliver e-invoices. With the same technology, businesses will 
be able to significantly expand electronic remittance information delivery to support automated processing 
without having to make changes to their AR systems. For more information, see the BPC web site. 

“ISO” is a registered service mark of the International Organization for Standardization

NORTH AMERICA’S #1
COMMERCIAL

COLLECTIONS FIRM
 

Altus is the leading provider of A/R credit
collection management solutions. Want collection costs in

the single digits?
Business Credit Reports

Better Intelligence, Better Results
 

1st Party A/R Management
Altus can extend your internal collections
team to enhance portfolio coverage and

A/R performance.
 

Pre-Collect low cost alternative to
collections

Help clients get paid quickly while
preserving relationships and cutting

collection costs
 

3rd Party Contingency Collections

Our pre-collection program recovers over 50% of every dollar 
placed at an average cost of less than 1%

 
Rudy Schatzmann ∙ National Account Manager

Toll Free: 800-509-6060 Ext. 1122 ∙ Direct: 504-302-0615 ∙ Mobile: 303-681-6744
RudySchatzmann@TrustAltus.com

SERVICE TECHNOLOGY RESULTS

https://x9.org/iso-20022-remittance-market-practices-guide/
https://x9.org/u-s-iso-20022-market-practice-industry-forum/
https://x9.org/u-s-iso-20022-market-practice-industry-forum/
https://businesspaymentscoalition.org/
mailto:rudyschatzmann%40trustaltus.com?subject=
https://www.trustaltus.com/


When You Need Help With 
Commercial Debt Collection,  
CLLA Certified Agencies Deliver:

Since 1975, the Commercial Law League of America (CLLA) has been certifying commercial collection 
agencies who have earned the right to be recognized as industry experts. CLLA certification is  
a voluntary, in-depth examination process that requires agencies seeking certification to meet or exceed 
standard financial guidelines. Only agencies with the highest standards earn the CLLA certification. 

The Original Commercial Collection Agency Certification Program

• Maximum dollar recovery
• Prompt remittance of funds
• Adherence to rigorous Code of Ethics 
• Mandatory Surety Bond protection
• Separate trust accounts
• Reputable collection practices
• Agency stability

• Audited annually by an independent 
third-party CPA firm

• Mandatory continuing education for 
agency executives

• In business for a minimum of four 
years  

• Endorsed by the International 
Association of Commercial Collectors 
(IACC)

To find a CLLA Certified Agency near you visit www.clla.org/list-of-certified-agencies/

Look for the CLLA Certification Seal.

Commercial Law League of  
America Certified Agencies

2022-Certified-Agency-Q3-CRF-Ad.indd   12022-Certified-Agency-Q3-CRF-Ad.indd   1 8/29/2022   11:42:05 AM8/29/2022   11:42:05 AM

https://www.clla.org/list-of-certified-agencies
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https://www.jnacollect.com
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2022 Complete Executive Compensation Study Highlights 

Roles & Responsibilities and Comparative Compensation September 15, 2022 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Here is your opportunity to purchase this comprehensive review of compensation and 
related roles and responsibilities across order-to-cash: 
 

• Detailed analysis based on hundreds of responses 
• Provides independent data points to compare against your current profile(s) 
• Available now in the CRF Knowledge Store - CLICK HERE 

                                                                      

 

  

   

   

   
                 

                

                            

            

                                         
                        

                           

                       
                   
                   
                   
                   

                      

https://netforum.avectra.com/eweb/Shopping/Shopping.aspx?Site=CRF1&WebCode=Shopping&cart=0
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2022 Platinum Partners

The Credit Research Foundation is very fortunate
to receive support from our Platinum Partners.

Their contributions and collaborative efforts help the Foundation maintain
activities at the level at which our members have become accustomed.

While these firms and the services they provide are very familiar
to our members, you can learn more about them by clicking HERE.

The Commercial Collection Corp. of NY, Inc.

https://www.crfonline.org/about-us/platinum-partners/
https://pulse.moodysanalytics.com
https://www.fisglobal.com
https://www.marsh.com
https://www.dadesystems.com
https://www.bectran.com
https://www.blackline.com
https://www.abc-amega.com
https://www.alvarezandmarsal.com/
https://www.creditntell.com/
https://www.billtrust.com/
https://cforia.com/
https://www.commercialcollection.com/
https://www.creditsafe.com/us/en.html
http://commercialcollectionagenciesofamerica.com/
https://www.dnb.com/products/finance-credit-risk/dnb-finance-analytics.html
https://www.experian.com/business-information/credit-management#contactForm
https://www.nacha.org/
https://www.ncscredit.com/
https://www.serrala.com
https://www.versapay.com/
https://www.agaltd.com
https://www.iabllc.com/
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2022 Friends of the Foundation

This group of  attorney firms, in addition to their
intellectual contributions, has stepped forward to offer
financial support to the Foundation, for which CRF

and its members are very grateful.

https://www.kelleydrye.com/
https://www.kilpatricktownsend.com/
http://www.pszjlaw.com/
https://www.cooley.com/
https://www.lowenstein.com/
https://www.armstrongteasdale.com/
https://www.afslaw.com/
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